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Overcoming Escapism 
Ecclesiastes 2: 1-11 and 24-26 

Escapism is ‘the tendency to seek distraction and relief from unpleasant realities, 
especially by seeking entertainment or engaging in fantasy.’ Is this the disease of our 
age?  21st century culture provides myriad opportunities to escape the sometimes difficult 
realities of our lives, and more than ever before we are becoming defined by those choices 
(https://www.psychologytoday.com/gb/blog/experimentations/201707/pornography-and-broken-relationships). 
The problem with escapism is that if we use to it avoid the pain of difficult moments, anxiety 
or loneliness we stop maturing as people and growing in faith. Escapists can become 
socially and spiritually stunted, or even addicted as they turn to their chosen method of 
distraction or ‘dutch courage’ to help them through difficult times.  

The Book of Kings (1 Kings 11) tells the story of Solomon, famous for his 1000 wives. He 
began well, searching for wisdom above everything else, but in the end he led a 
disappointing life, dissipating his energies in the pursuit of pleasure and distraction. One 
wonders what he would have done with youtube! 

Ecclesiastes 2: 1-11 and 24-26 

v 1-9  What do you think motivates the writer here in all his pursuits? Can you sense an 
underlying question he is asking?  
v 10 What do you think it means to ‘deny yourself nothing your eyes or your heart desires? 
v 11 A sobering thought  - have you ever arrived at the same conclusion?  

• If you were to do a bit of an internal audit - how healthy is the balance of your life? How 
much time do you spend on ‘distractions’? How happy are you with how you lead your life? 

• What do you instinctively turn to, to fill time, zone out, ease boredom or loneliness? 
• Look a little deeper - what underlying emotions tend to drive you towards distraction, or 

escapism? Anxiety, loneliness, depression, boredom? 
• Are you aware of the origins of these emotions?  

2 Timothy 3 says that there will come a time when people will be ‘lovers of pleasures more 
than lovers of God, having a form of godliness but denying its power’ is that a fair 
accusation to level at 21st century culture? 


v 24-26  What kind of life do you want to lead? Where do you need to experience God’s 
power to overcome in your life?


Ditching the False Friend Escapism 

Escapism may temporarily ease our discomfort but the writer of Psalm 139 tells us that 
ultimately we cannot escape the presence of God’s Spirit - who is able to bring light into the 
darkest places. Spend some time in prayer inviting the Spirit of God to illuminate the parts 
of our lives given over to denial and escapism (Psalm 139:23-24) and commit to living the 
fullest, most engaged and whole life you can live. 

Where could I go to get away from your spirit? Where could I go to escape your presence?…If I said, 
“The darkness will definitely hide me; the light will become night around me,” even then the darkness 
isn’t too dark for you! Psalm 139:7-12

https://www.psychologytoday.com/gb/blog/experimentations/201707/pornography-and-broken-relationships
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Psalm+139%3A23-24&version=ESV

